Information security system by iterative multiple-phase retrieval and pixel random permutation.
A novel information security system based on multiple-phase retrieval by an iterative Fresnel-transform algorithm and pixel random permutation (PRP) technique is proposed. In this method a series of phase masks cascaded in free space are employed and the phase distributions of all the masks are adjusted simultaneously in each iteration. It can achieve faster convergence and better quality of the recovered image compared with double-phase encoding and a similar approach in the spatial-frequency domain with the same number of phase masks and can provide a higher degree of freedom in key space with more geometric parameters as supplementary keys. Furthermore, the security level of this method is greatly improved by the introduction of the PRP technique. The feasibility of this method and its robustness against occlusion and additional noise attacks are verified by computer simulations. The performance of this technique for different numbers of phase masks and quantized phase levels is investigated systematically with the correlation coefficient and mean square error as convergence criterions.